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Agnes Fedyk
Principal, Transaction Advisory Services
Ernst & Young
Agnes a principal in the New York office of the Ernst & Young LLP’s Transaction Advisory Services (TAS) group
focusing on Valuation & Business Modeling. Her responsibilities include managing the valuation of business
enterprises, intangible assets and equity and debt interests in connection with acquisitions, bankruptcies,
litigation, strategic alliances and divestitures.
Agnes works extensively with various multinational clients performing valuations of legal entities around the world
as part of these clients’ tax reorganization, sell-side and restructuring efforts.
Agnes also assists buy and sell-side clients pre- and post-deal identifying forecast risks and helping assess
impact on earnings and leads engagements related to the valuation of business enterprises, equity and debt
interests, as well as various other assets.
Agnes also has extensive buy and sell-side due diligence experience while working in an investment banking
capacity prior to joining E&Y. In addition, Agnes spent over six years assisting distressed clients through a
turnaround/bankruptcy situation. Her primary duties included providing financial advisory and strategic services
to senior lender and bondholder groups. In this capacity, Agnes also worked with debtor management to assist in
the identification and separation of non-performing assets/business lines for divestiture.
Agnes holds a degree in Finance and East Asian Studies from Indiana University, Bloomington and a Masters of
Business Administration (MBA) from Northwestern University Kellogg School of Management.
Agnes is also a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA).
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